




AN ARCHITECTURAL STYLE FOR EVERY PROJECT.
For even more peace of mind, Outdeco 

screens carry a 10 year material warranty,  

which covers the panels against rot, bloat 

and/or de-lamination under normal 

outdoor atmospheric conditions, providing 

they are installed to the minimum 

installation requirements.

1200 x 600mm Screen Range............Pg. 10

1800 x 600mm Screen Range............Pg. 11

1800 x1200mm Screen Range...........Pg. 12

Designed and manufactured in Australia, 

Outdeco brings us a range of revolutionary 

outdoor decorative privacy screens, which 

are built on innovative thinking and a 

commitment to producing beautiful 

products which are both practical and 

earth friendly. Available in three versatile 

modular sizes with three measured privacy 

ratings, you will easily find a screen design 

to suit the needs of any project, however 

creative the application.

Outdeco screens are easy to install, need 

no priming and look beautiful in their 

natural state, but can be stained or painted 

with standard low VOC, water-based  

products available at any hardware store.

1200 x 600mm Screen Range | STAR ANAIS™ 90%+



Outdeco’s stunning range of hardwood screens boast a negative carbon footprint, 

superior durability and workability, and an architectural style to suit any space.

easily transform any space

1200 x 600mm Screen Range | MARAKESH™ 80%



Each Outdeco pattern has an engineered privacy/block-out rating that indicates the amount of UV or vision that is blocked or screened-out. For many projects this 

may not be a critical point, but it does give a guide to the visual effect of the screens. For some projects, this privacy rating may be a compliancy requirement.

60%  |  Ambient Light

Create delicate, airy spaces with the 60% rating, which is 

perfect for decorative effects, or to create visual partitioning 

without dramatically cutting-out natural light. These designs 

are popular for interior effects, offsets on walls, or as 

suspended ceiling details.

80%  |  Moderate Privacy

This rating creates beautiful, decadent light and shadow 

effects, whilst still offering considerable privacy or barrier 

partitioning. These screens are well-suited for both open (seen 

from both sides) partitioning, or for shadow walling effects 

(framed against a wall or fence).

90% +  |  High Privacy

The ultimate in privacy, the 90%+ rating gives an almost total 

block-out, allowing only fine shards of light or vision through 

when looking at the panel straight-on. These designs are also 

very effective when back-lit by LEDs to create stunning 

outdoor focal features at night.

Privacy and style in limitless applications
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1800 x 600mm Screen Range | MAHJONG™ 60% 1200 x 600mm Screen Range | WOOLOOMAI™ 80% 1200 x 600mm Screen Range | HERRINGBONE™ 90%+



A broad selection of low VOC, water-based seal and stain 

coating products are commonly available for natural timber 

decking. These products can be applied directly to Outdeco 

screens to create different stained effects or to re-invigorate 

the natural colours of the panel. 

Sealed/Stained Effect

The vast majority of Outdeco screens are installed in outdoor 

conditions without secondary coatings. No priming is 

needed as each screen is coated with DecoShield™ - a 

natural, protective coating, which allows the timber to 

weather to a rustic grey over time. 

Natural Rustic Look

Low VOC, water-based exterior paint products can be 

applied directly to Outdeco screen panels to create stunning 

visual effects. Exterior decking and timber coating products 

commonly available at your local hardware shop should be 

fine for use on the screens.

Paint

Whether you are looking to make a bold, modern statement in your outdoor space, or would rather go for a more subtle, understated effect, Outdeco screens can 

be finished however you like, using products which are readily available at hardware stores.

What’s your finish of choice?
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1200 x 600mm Screen Range | GONDWANA™ 90%+



Ready to install in three versatile, modular sizes

Outdeco screens are available in three different sizes to give you even more flexibility in your design. You can mix and match various patterns and panel sizes 

or use different finishes to give your project a truly unique look. All panels come in 9mm nominal thickness, factory-coated with the uniquely formulated 

DecoShield™ finish, ready for external installation.
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1200 x 600mm Screen Range | HERRINGBONE™ 80%
1200 x 600mm Screen Range | LEAFSTREAM™ 60%

1200 x 600mm Screen Range | MARAKESH™ 80%

1200 x 600mm Screen Range | STAR ANAIS™ 90%+



1200 x 600mm Screen Range | MARAKESH™ 80% 1200 x 600mm Screen Range | OSAKA™ 80% 1800 x 1200mm Screen Range | STONEFIELD™ 80%

1800 x 1200mm Screen Range | EMPIRE™ 80%



1800 x 1200mm Screen Range | OSAKA™ 80% 1800 x 1200mm Screen Range | MARAKESH™ 80%

1800 x 1200mm Screen Range | MAHJONG™ 60%



Outdeco hardwood screens are made of boards which are more stable than most exterior 

timbers, but offer a soft organic look and feel, plus the knowledge you’ve made a carbon 

negative choice.  The beauty of a negative footprint production process is that it doesn’t just 

‘not increase’ the levels of carbon dioxide in our atmosphere, but it also absorbs carbon dioxide 

from other people’s manufacturing processes, cleaning our air for a healthier planet.

an outdoor product that’s uniquely sustainable
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1800 x 1200mm Screen Range | STAR ANAIS™ 90%+



made to last

Outdeco screens are made from sustainable, 

renewable Australian hardwood tailings and 

carry an industry leading 10 year warranty 

against material rot, bloat or de-lamination 

under normal outdoor ‘run-off’ conditions.

Ease of Use

Ready to install and easy to work with, you can 

cut, fix, sand and paint/seal Outdeco screens 

using standard handyman timber tools. It is a 

versatile product which can be cut down and 

fabricated like timber.

Earth Friendly

This unique hardwood board is a great example 

of sustainable innovation as it is made-up of 

97% wood fibre, and uses no synthetic glues, 

VOCs or carcinogens, which is unprecedented in 

fibreboard composite materials

Why choose outdeco hardwood screens?
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1800 x 1200mm Screen Range | DAINTREE™ 80%



NEST™ 80%

MARAKESH™ 80% CUMULUS™ 90%+WOOLOOMAI™ 80%

BUNGALOW™ 60%

available Designs

THE STURDIEST and MOST VERSATILE FORMAT
The 1200 x 600mm range provides the most design options off all of the Outdeco sizes, each with its own privacy rating. Either choose a single design or mix and 
match different patterns to create unique effects that will enhance the look and feel of your space. The size of these screens makes handling and working with 
them easier and more manageable than the other sizes. 

Sustainably Sourced

Carbon Negative 
Manufacturing Process

Made with No VOC’s* or 
Synthetic Glues

Modular for Multiple 
Applications

Coatable with Low VOC  
Water Based Options

Pre-prepared with 
DecoShield™

product benefits
97% Organic Fibre

MAHJONG™ 60% LEAFSTREAM™ 60% LANTERN™ 80% HERRINGBONE™ 80%

OSAKA™ 80%

STAR ANAIS™ 90%+ ORCHARD 90%+

PROJECT/SPECIAL ORDER (12-16 weeks)

VOCs

*Volatile Organic Compounds 
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GONDWANA™ 90%+



BYRON™ 80%

the FULL VISUAL EXPRESSION in an EASY-TO-MANAGE SIZE
The 1800 x 600mm panel was engineered to capture the full visual expression of the larger format range but to keep the manageability and ease of handling of 
the smaller screens. This is an intermediary between the two original sizes making the modular mixing of different size panels much easier.

available Designs

STAR JASMINE™ 60%

MODINA™ 90%+

PROJECT/SPECIAL ORDER (12-16 weeks)
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MOUNTAIN ASH™ 90%+

Sustainably Sourced

Carbon Negative 
Manufacturing Process

Made with No VOC’s* or 
Synthetic Glues

Modular for Multiple 
Applications

Coatable with Low VOC  
Water Based Options

Pre-prepared with 
DecoShield™

product benefits
97% Organic Fibre VOCs

*Volatile Organic Compounds 



DAINTREE™ 80%

THE largest FORMAT for the most striking impact
Beautiful designs on a large screen make filling larger spaces quicker and more efficient, with a striking overall effect. The larger 1800 x 1200mm panels can be 
a bit more difficult to manage on your own, but with a team, the installation is just as simple as working with the smaller screens. The modular panels are 
designed to be flexible - you can choose to use the designs in either a landscape and portrait orientation.

available Designs

STONEFIELD™ 80% MONSOON™ 80%  

ORIENT™ 90%+

PROJECT/SPECIAL ORDER (12-16 weeks)
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EMPIRE™ 90%+

Sustainably Sourced

Carbon Negative 
Manufacturing Process

Made with No VOC’s* or 
Synthetic Glues

Modular for Multiple 
Applications

Coatable with Low VOC  
Water Based Options

Pre-prepared with 
DecoShield™

product benefits
97% Organic Fibre VOCs

*Volatile Organic Compounds 



about on the deck

source.

We globally source, import and supply the most trusted brands of composite decking and cladding products, 
timber decking and cladding materials, architectural screens as well as other outdoor lifestyle products. 

The core of our business is sourcing innovative, eco-friendly, premium 

quality outdoor lifestyle products which enhance living spaces. These 

products include composite decking, architectural screens, timber decking 

and outdoor LED lights. 

import.
Importing into South Africa and distributing to the rest of Africa, we bring 

globally renowned brands such as Trex, MoistureShield, Outdeco and 

Weathertex (to name but a few) into the Southern African market, setting 

us apart in the industry.

supply.
We supply all of our outdoor lifestyle products to our customers quickly 

and effortlessly, throughout South Africa and into Africa. The range of 

trusted products we offer cater to architects and designers, contractors, as 

well as homeowners.

Winchester, Virginia, USA

Arnhem, Netherlands

Harjumaa, Estonia

Yixing, Jiangsu, China

Dongguan, Guangdong, China

Indonesia

Carrum Downs, Victoria, Australia

Raymond Terrace, New South Wales, Australia 

Malaysia

2

Lowell, Arkansas, USA

Peru

Bolivia

Brazil



+27 10 443 4440  |  info@onthedeck.co.za  |  www.onthedeck.co.za


